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We build.

• Bowmer + Kirkland is one of the most successful privately owned construction and 

development groups in the UK.

• As one of the top 20 construction companies in the UK we understand our 

responsibilities to our staff, our clients, communities, our supply chain and the 

environment.



• The Bowmer + Kirkland Group 
is very much a family company. 

• Our values, ethos and culture 
are moulded by the fact that we 
are family-owned. 

• We focus on our customers and 
colleagues and part of our 
vision is to ensure that we 
continue to re-invest our 
resources into the Group.

• Founded in 1923, the Group 
now offers a wide range of 
specialisms through our 
construction division, handling 
projects from £1m to more than 
£130m, construction-related 
services companies and our 
homeland security subsidiaries.

• B+K now has in excess of 1400 
staff operating from our Head 
Office in Derbyshire



Summit Park, Mansfield
Design and construction of a new fulfilment centre for a well-known global internet 

retailer

• £90m Value

• Completed: October 2020 

• 61 weeks Contract Period from June 
2019

• Internal floor area of 1.75 million 
square feet over three levels

• 650,000 square foot footprint

• 2 levels of high tolerance concrete 
mezzanine cast above to form robotic 
storage and retrieval areas

• Extensive office and welfare 
accommodation

• Up to 1200 workers on site / day

• >6000 workers inducted



14th February 
2020





Covid-19 – March 2020

• B+K Business Continuity Team assemble for the first time

• Review of Guidelines and management of risk including workforce, premises and 

operations.

• Provided high quality and consistent resources and guidelines to the business 

• Had a ‘Permit’ Authority to Proceed to relax 2m rule in planned situations from 2 

April

• Communications to keep everyone informed and a common message

• Had the authority and trust to make decisions quickly – only 1 boss

• Were party to industry Guidance including CLC SOP and Build UK plus Tier 1 

Contractors Group with direct link to HSE Policy. 

• Intranet site

• Maintain records of Covid +ve. Self-isolation, shielding and quarantine











Consultation

• If you wish to raise any concerns – speak 

to your line manager

• If you wish to escalate matters, email 

businesscontinuity@bandk.co.uk

mailto:businesscontinuity@bandk.co.uk


Summit Park, Mansfield

• Site did not stop for Covid

• Operated until end August 2020 with few instances of self-

isolation or absence with Covid as a community acquired 

infection

• Covid controls implemented and included Thermal Imaging 

Camera for temperature checks and extensive welfare and 

hygiene facilities

• Inspections and Audits completed regularly including PM, Client 

and third parties.











15 July – complaint to HSE about Covid 
controls – result of 2 men being Red Carded 
and excluded for breaking site rules

• We have taken substantial steps at a 

substantial cost to ensure a best practice 

approach:

• Employing 2 Covid 19 Compliance officers 

(with sole responsibility of monitoring and 

enforcing social distancing compliance on site)

• Thermal imaging camera surveillance 

technology manned by 2 guards that will alert 

them if a member of the site team entering site 

records a temperature of 37.8degrees or over.

• Added Extra canteen for social distancing and 

toilet blocks around site – this have been in 

place for a number of months on the start of 

Covid 19. 

• Purchased sanitisation stations for various 

locations around site.

• The site employs 5 full time cleaners who 

regularly clean regular touch points and 

surfaces in canteens and offices.



September 2020

30 August 2020 Bank Holiday Monday 

• @ 700 working on site

1 September 2020 Tuesday

• Reports of workers self-isolating

2 September 2020 Wednesday

• Reports of 35 workers from fit-out self-isolating

• 10.00 am

• Review of contacts

• Reports of off-site socialising

• Attend site – records of PTW and ‘contacts’ for ‘direct’ workforce not reliable

• Decide to exclude to exclude 90 workers for self-isolation at 11.00am for minimum 72 hours / deep clean of 
work area 

• Client attend meeting mid-afternoon and object – workforce barred at 4.30pm end of shift

• PHE contacted by phone

• 7.10 pm – 11 positive cases on site (22 recorded for County of Nottinghamshire same day)

56711



September 2020

3 September 2020 Thursday

• Project Managers challenge decisions from previous day.

• Full time Safety Manager appointed to manage issues on site full time in addition to site-based team

• 8.00am

• 10.10am

• Mass exodus from site

• PHE Tier 1 checklist completed and submitted with copies of inspections by Capita Symonds and B+K H&S 

from HSE Complaint 15 / 7

• Started tracker document

• 13.56pm

• PHE Dr McGregor and B+K Business Continuity have call

• Decision to close site

11121416





September 2020

4 September 2020 Friday

• Site closed to works for 72 hours – 4-6 September

• Deep Clean all areas

• Review of all hygiene, cleaning and social distancing measures

• Mandatory face coverings from 7 September

• Catering to be removed

• 15.43pm

• PHE IMT Meeting 2 at 4.00pm

• Meeting had 38 attendees over Teams.

• PHE, Notts CC Public Health, B+K, EHOs, HSE, various PR

• DR designated as SPOC for site / MB SPOC for B+K

• Reports received of workers socialising outside work and a number of those tested positive had been a pub crawl in 

Sutton in Ashfield and the Sheffield

• 18.07pm

• 18.21pm

• 18.31pm

1623252728







Different levels of outbreaks

On a sliding scale, there are a range of outbreak scenarios that require appropriate actions:

• cases refer to individual cases of COVID-19

• clusters refers to 2 or more cases associated with a specific setting in the absence of evidence of a common 

exposure or link to another case

• outbreaks refer to 2 or more confirmed cases associated with a specific setting with evidence of a common 

exposure or link to another case

• community spread refers to sporadic or linked cases on a limited or extensive basis





Local leaders can draw on the powers 
set out below:

• Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England) (No. 3) Regulations 2020: local authorities have the 

power to close individual premises, close public outdoor places and restrict events with immediate effect if 

they conclude it is necessary and proportionate to do so, in order to respond to a serious and imminent 

threat to public health and control the transmission of COVID-19 in its area

• Public Health (Control of Disease Act) 1984 [sections 45G, 45H and 45I]: local authorities can make an 

application to a Justice of the Peace in the Magistrates’ Court to impose restrictions or requirements to close 

contaminated premises; close public spaces in the area of the local authority; detain a conveyance or 

movable structure; disinfect or decontaminate premises; or order that a building, conveyance or structure be 

destroyed

• The Health Protection (Local Authority Powers) Regulations 2010 (SI 2010/657) [Regulation 8]: local 

authorities have a limited power to request persons or groups of persons to do or refrain from doing 

anything by serving a notice for the purpose of preventing, protecting against, controlling or providing a 

public health response to the incidence or spread of infection or contamination which presents or could 

present significant harm to public health



September 2020

5 September 2020 Saturday

• 9.26 am

• 10.54am

• Decision to prepare internal comms

6 September 2020 Sunday

• 39 positive cases in last 6 days

7 September 2020 Monday

• Site remains closed and subject to cleaning and logistics

• Arrangements for Mobile Test Unit

• EHO and HSE attend site

• Daily IMT meetings 7-11 September

• Press release prepared.

• Media enquiries start.

• Insurers contact B+K

• Community acquired infections identified as spread through community transmission particularly social and travel scenarios

28313239









September 2020

8 September 2020 Tuesday

• MTU arrives and sets up on site

• MTU is for workforce testing – non symptomatic workers –

who are allowed to keep working 

• 200 workers allocated

• 10.30am – symptomatic members of the public including families with children arrive on site  for testing – booking 

error has identified  MTU as public testing – 209 appointments were allocated to the site MTU

• Public kept in cars and put to front of line

• 11.00am close gates to public – we are not health care providers and should not have symptomatic persons in our 

workplace; children should not be on site

• Potential public order issue raised with Public Health / Police in case anyone turned away became difficult or violent

• Measures were taken on site to divert public at gate to nearby MTU which was where they should have been 

booked but which had no bookings.

• 30-50 members of public tested

• IMT meeting was interesting

• EHO followed up with pubs, businesses linked to positive cases e.g. HMO, child minders, nursery, etc.

39



September 2020

9-10 September

• 1 additional positive case from self-isolating 

• Tests continue

• 498 on-site tests and a further 180 persons were self-isolating / tested elsewhere

• IMT calls continue

• Became apparent MTU not deployed like this before

• Test results were not centrally logged – not able to identify by MTU or site location – home address only and no 

cross-border link between Shire public health departments

• B+K collate results from workforce

3940











September 2020

15 September 2020 

• HSE and EHO make unannounced visit – no issues

• 498 tests - 15 positive, 242 negative – remainder inconclusive (allocated to re-test) 

or awaited.

• IMT meetings tail off – 17 and 23 September

• Final result of workplace testing is 16 positive asymptomatic people – remainder negative.   1 case linked to a 

person who tested positive.

• Total 60 positive from workforce of @700

• No further positive cases from anyone on site since 10 September

• Enquiries indicated 5 of the positive cases had symptoms of high temperature – majority asymptomatic

• No positive cases admitted to hospital

2 October 2020 

• Site handed over at Practical Completion

8 October 2020 

• 28 days without further positive cases of Covid.  Public health emergency ends.

405560





Lessons Learnt



50 Things I have learnt because of 
COVID-19

1. I wish I had not said ‘things will never be the same’…

2. I never thought I would be telling people to wash their hands and stand work together / stay 

apart

3. We can create a safe environment BUT We need people to feel safe too

4. Fear handbags and briefcases - not Biometric access control

5. I feel safer on site than anywhere else outside home

6. There will be a 3rd wave

7. Working for a private company has been a real advantage

8. It’s a team effort – and great when we get thanks

9. Some people make things happen, some people watch things happen, some people wonder 

what just happened?

10. When a person steps forward – a lot of others step back



11. Act in haste – repent in leisure

12. Microsoft Teams has been better than I expected

13. Industry support has been great for the first time ever and it really helps

14. Family company – family values…. People you know – Its about people

15. Be decisive – but always do the right thing

16. Not all organisations have been quick enough or consistent or even right

17. I know the cost of PPE and what to pay

18. Be professional and an ambassador for our industry - There are enough critics

19. Messages have to be clear and consistent - CLC Site operating procedures – V2

20. Measures must be achievable and sustainable

50 Things I have learnt because of 
COVID-19



21. We have acted quickly and generally got it right

22. Our instructions from 31 March are still valid

23. We chose a PTW for <2m – tower crane dismantle….

24. Staff management is a manager’s job not H&S 

25. People complain to colleagues or everyone (social media) or the HSE

26. Construction sites are safer and more productive under COVID rules – off-task activities are 

trickier

27. 80% of statistics are made up

28. Thermal Imaging – only 11% with COVID 19 have a fever

29. Am I a millennial?

30. My car does 6 weeks to the gallon

50 Things I have learnt because of 
COVID-19



31. I really do not remember what my job was

32. Take a break – get exercise – use sun cream and buy a good coat

33. Mental health has never been so important

34. People want to feel safe and do normal things

35. I want to go to the pub again

36. Early action is the key when there is an outbreak

37. You are not as safe as you might think you are

38. Each sales person contacting us with COVID kits is too late

39. It doesn’t help to worry – BUT it can't be avoided

40. Early predictions - scary statistics – we could lose up to 35 of our colleagues to the virus

50 Things I have learnt because of 
COVID-19



41. Getting people back into work is hard

42. It’s a team effort and always good to check a response

43. Steal other ideas with pride

44. Enjoy your first face to face workplace distanced meeting

45. People want to feel safe and do normal things

46. Less accidents – more planning and care

47. Productivity good – plan plan plan

48. Be very careful of complacency in the workplace.

49. Appreciate the security of family

50. A smile and a kind word goes a long way

50 Things I have learnt because of 
COVID-19



Stay safe and keep healthy

Working together, staying apart
to tackle Coronavirus



Thank You


